Hack Your
Way to

Happiness
Learn how you can use neuroscience to
feel happier in only 5 to 10 minutes.
It’s easy!
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Happiness Hacks
HACK away Doldrums, HACK away Blahs

Some people are born with “happy” brains.
This book is for the rest of us who want to
feel happier and are impacted with the stress
of daily living, plagued with pain of past
events or worries about our future.
The more you practice these hacks, the easier and
QUICKER it will be to raise your mood.
All the Happiness Hacks have been compiled from our
blog MAXyourMIND that focuses on: Self-care tips, tools,
techniques & neuroscience research for MIND, BODY &
SOUL. We blog about research findings and our own
personal experiences, while our Curious Critters amuse
us . . . and hopefully you.

Now playing, in your brain:
The Happiness Quartet
How happy you feel is strongly influenced by 4
neurotransmitters:
endorphins, serotonin, dopamine
and oxytocin, often called “the quartet”

H
o
w
Endorphin on Electric Guitar, Serotonin on Sax,h
Dopamine on Drums, Oxytocin on Oboe!

a
Produce your own natural highs (without taking
p
illegal or prescription drugs) by doing these quick ‘n
p
easy exercises to facilitate the release of your
“happy” neurotransmitters.
y

All the 5 – 10 minute hacks are designed to trigger
feel-good neurochemistry that can boost your w
mood for hours.

e
f

Whose Who
The Neuro-Transmitters
ENDORPHINS promote a sense of
well-being, lesson pain and are primarily
released when you are in pain or stressed.
They work in similar ways as prescription
anti-anxiety drugs and opiate painkillers but
provide the benefits without all the side effects.

SEROTONIN is often called the “happy
hormone". It improves your mood and helps
beat depression. It also helps with sleep
and plays a big role in, dreaming and
social stability.

DOPAMINE is one of the strongest
“feel-good hormones”. It makes you feel
energized, alert, motivated and in control.
Within the brain, dopamine helps control the
reward and pleasure centers as well as
helping regulate movement and emotional
responses. It enables you to not only see
rewards, but to take action to reach them.

OXYTOCIN is often referred to as the "love
hormone" since it's released during highly
emotional moments - childbirth, being in love
(and during orgasm –We hesitated to include
this as our writing is not known for
“O”-ratings) It motivates us to strengthen
personal relationships, be faithful and
facilitates compassion. Oxytocin is a powerful hormone, produced
mainly in the hypothalamus, and acts as a neurotransmitter in your
brain.

10 minutes of brisk activity = 4 hours
of feeling good!
Exercise is one of the most endorphin-boosting
things you can do.

Brisk activity of any kind increases ‘the firing rate
of serotonin neurons, which causes release of
more serotonin.
Exercise is shown to boost endorphins and the
neurotransmitter norepinephrine ,
both of which improve mood.

Set a timer for 5 or 10 minutes and:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep a balloon in the air
March in place
Dance
Dig a trench
Hula with a hula-hoop
Bounce on a bed
Roll down a hill

Need more incentives to take a
10-minute walk?
Brisk activity increases
• Self-esteem,
• Energy levels
• Speeds up the endocannabinoid system
which reduces pain and increases positive
feelings
• Added bonus - your brain grows
(neurogenisis) which makes learning &
remembering easier.

Rushing, splashing, falling water
makes us happy.
Moving water creates negative ions, which
increase the flow of oxygen to the brain. The ions
change our body chemistry, increasing serotonin
levels to help you feel happier, more alert and
energetic.
Being near (or IN)
falling water slows
down your heart rate
by indirectly
stimulating your vagus
nerve. The vagus
nerve controls the
chemical levels in your
digestive system,
which greatly affect
mood and health.

Falling water is most effective,
but ANY moving water will lift your mood:
• Sit by a waterfall
• Run through lawn sprinklers
• Swim in a pool
• Surf breaking waves
• Splash your face with water
• Wade in a river

Can’t find a waterfall? . . . take a shower!

Take a vacation at the beach or in the mountains
where the air contains thousands of negative ions.
In most homes there are only hundreds.

Studies of people with
winter and chronic
depression show negative
ion generators can relieve
depression as much as
antidepressants.

(Warning: Running water for hand washing dishes or scrubbing the
floor is not recommended because adding detergent to water
MIGHT create ions that are not mood elevators . . .)

Singing reduces cortisol levels and increases feeling
relaxed and happy.The benefits of singing regularly are
cumulative (and have nothing to do with whether you can
carry a tune).

Singing in groups is even better,
triggering release of serotonin and
oxytocin, the bonding hormone, in all the
singer’s brains and even synchronizes
everyone’s heartbeat.

•
•
•
•
•

Sing in the shower
Howl in the car
Start a barber shop quartet
Join a choral group
Hum a happy tune

Chant !

Warble !

Rap !

Recall a time you felt happy
If a memory doesn’t come to mind pretend you
are someone else, fantasize, daydream. Your
brain can’t tell the difference!

1. Remember what it was like: the sights,
sounds, scents, colors and how you felt.
2. Find an object, picture or trinket that
represents or symbolizes that time.
3. Carry it in your pocket, put it on your desk,
wear it on a chain.

Your “charm” will help you reconnect with
and trigger happy feelings.

Gratefully, gratitude has been well researched and
just focusing on gratitude alone will begin to
elevate the level of happy chemicals.
Record what you are grateful for –
You don't need a fancy journal.
(A notebook, post-it-notes, tattoos - or share them
verbally with a friend.)

Gratitude boosts both dopamine and serotonin,
the two most powerful neurotransmitter
chemicals involved in giving you a feeling of
calm and well-being.

Write down 3 good things that have happened in
the past 24 hours:
Ate a tasty treat
None of your teeth fell out
The sun is shining
There’s a roof over your head
Won the lottery
You ate half of the cookies, not the whole box
Your guppy had babies
• Bunions aren’t hurting . . .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It doesn't matter how big or small your “good
things” are (Including the bunions).

Do this for one week.
Research shows you will be happier
for 3 months.

Equipment needed: a pair of healthy
lungs and your nose.

Slow, deep breathing hacks your brain’s
chemistry, resets the autonomic nervous
system and activates the parasympathetic
nervous system that calms and relaxes the
body.

Inhale and exhale through your nose*
• Inhale deeply for a count of four
• Exhale for a count of four
• Repeat 4 times

(Can’t get easier than this IF you know how to breathe
and count to 4)
*Nasal breathing is better than mouth breathing: Lungs
extract oxygen from the air and this occurs mostly on
exhalation. Exhaling through the nose creates greater
air pressure and slower exhalation giving lungs extra
time to extract a greater amount of oxygen.

Diaphragm Breathing is even better . . .
but takes more coordination

Longer, deeper breathes into your stomach, slows your
heart rate and activates the calm, parasympathetic
nervous system.
1. To feel your diaphragm move as you breathe place
one hand on your upper chest and the other just
below your ribs.
2. Take slow, full breaths (so your lower hand moves
in and out with each breath).
3. Inhale slowly through your nose, expanding your
diaphragm
4. Exhale slowly through your nose and tighten your
diaphragm (Just like squeezing a lemon to get all
the juice out).
5. The hand on your upper chest should remain as still
as possible throughout.
(It may take you a bit of effort at first since it’s probably not the
usual way you breathe.)

With continued practice, diaphragmatic breathing
AND HAPPINESS will become easier, Easier and
EASIER.

Eat it! Drink it! Swim in it!
Chocolate has all of the ingredients needed to
make it a wonder drug.
It contains compounds similar to those found in
ecstacy, morphine and marijuana.
Why doesn’t it send you into orbit?
The amounts are too small.
(Unless you eat your own weight in chocolate at one
sitting . . .)

Chocolate stimulates the
production of
endorphins, chemicals
that create feelings of
pleasure.
Dark chocolate contains
serotonin, an
antidepressant that can
elevate mood.

The compounds found in chocolate may be too
minute for a chocolaty –happy - high, but can still
affect your happiness.

The next time someone tells you to “Take a Hike”
don’t get upset, go outdoors!
Exercising outdoors elevates your mood even
better than exercising indoors.
It doesn’t have to be a trek.
Take a 10-minute walk OUTSIDE – 5 minutes going
and 5 minutes returning.

Take two 10-minute walks
It only takes about 15 minutes a day to help your skin
produce vitamin D (sunscreen will block this), which is
important for your mood.

Sunshine and natural
sights, sounds & colors
help regulate the
release of serotonin.

Empty out your thoughts & feelings.
Set a timer for 10 minutes and write non-stop –
ABOUT ANYTHING. (Don’t worry about spelling,
punctuation, grammar or even if it makes sense.)
Do this before bedtime, it can even help you sleep
better.

Research has shown
the emotionally
connective and
relieving effects of
expressive writing
promotes selfunderstanding, eases
emotional pain and
aids in physical
healing by boosting
immune systems.

Writing:
Reduces stress, fear &
isolation.
Increases optimism and
a sense of
connectedness.
Allows your mind to
process, organize and
understand experiences
and feelings.
Enhances learning and
memory.

Spend even a small amount of money to help
friends or make someone smile, your brain
rewards YOU for strengthening your social ties
and promotes happiness.

A study of the brain, using functional MRI,
showed that acts of giving money
to charities activated the reward center in
the brain in the same way that it's
activated when we receive money.

Your face doesn’t just display emotion.
It creates it.
The muscles involved in smiling - even a forced
smile – signal brain centers to release natural antidepressants.
Imitate a “Cheshire Cat”:
Crinkle your eyes. Bare your teeth and grrrrrrrin.

Your brain doesn’t really know the difference
between fake and genuine smiles or laughter!
Laughter is a quick fix for feeling almost
instantly better. Studies have even linked laughter
with an elevated pain threshold. Activate your
sense of humor:

•
•
•
•

Play with children,
Watch funny shows,
Recall a humorous moment,
Spend time with people who have a
sense of humor (even if you don’t).

A smile spurs a chemical reaction in
the brain, releasing certain hormones
including dopamine and serotonin.

Laughter lowers your blood pressure and
your heart rate drops, so you feel relaxed.
It indirectly stimulates endorphins, the
brain’s natural painkiller AND activates
your immune system.

Imagine your BEST POSSIBLE SELF every day.
Do this for two weeks and your optimism
increases.
What’s “imaginable”? ANYTHING goes. It can be
the same thing or change daily:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating an artistic masterpiece
Planting a flag on Mount Everest
Building housing for the homeless
De-cluttering
Receiving a standing ovation
Feeling energetic
Eating healthy
Traveling
Becoming an astronaut
FEELING HAPPY

Imaging your best self can engage the
parasympathetic nervous system -- the function
responsible for relaxation and slowing the heart
rate -- resulting in renewed optimism and
improvements in relationships.

Once again . . .
your brain doesn’t really know the difference
between what you imagine and
what literally happens.

Learning makes your brain grow more
connections.

Be curious! Explore something new!
Every time you experience something novel or learn
something new dopamine reinforces you.
Look up something that peaks your curiosity, push
yourself to get even better at something you already do
and release feel good neurochemicals:
Learn how to Cha Cha
• Research why aardvark
is spelled with a double “a”
• Explore the Nile
• Build a robot that sings opera
• Take a gastronomy class
• Explore your neighborhood
•

All mammals* have a “seeking system”.
Dopamine is linked to reward and pleasure and
is also involved in coordinating planning
activities.
Animals are rewarded for exploring
surroundings and seeking new information for
survival.
(*Humans are mammals!)

Relish summer heat, hot flashes and warm hearts!
Warm temperature helps release oxytocin.
(Could this be why people in warmer climates are
generally thought to have “warmer”, friendlier
personalities?)

Boost your oxytocin:
• Move to the Sahara Desert
• Take a warm bath
• Wrap your hands around a mug of chocolate
• Sleep with a hot water bottle
• Drink hot sauce

Happiness Flavors:
• Calm, relaxed happy - eat a pure
carbohydrate snack
• Energetic happy - eat a pure protein
snack

Snacks take 20 -30 minutes to
digest before the mood boost takes effect.
(That’s 20 minutes of digesting, not snacking.)

To uplift your mood, top off your tank with
the right fuel for your brain. Here’s what
research shows:
•

•

To feel more energetic eat more
protein than you normally do to
increase norepinephrine and
dopamine.
To feel calmer – eat less protein
than usual to decrease
norepinephine and dopamine
while increasing carbohydrates
throughout the day, which
increases serotonin.

Disclaimer: This is not for weight LOSS,
it’s for happy GAIN)

Smelling the aroma of something that reminds you
of fun or comfort triggers a release of endorphins
that help you feel calmer almost instantly.
•
•

•
•

•

Bake cookies.
Dab a relative’s favorite perfume on
your wrist.
Walk in a pine forest.
Spray a mist of essential oil scents on
your pillow.
Mow the lawn.

Aromas to try that can trigger
happy neurochemistry:
Freshly cut grass*
Lavender
Cinnamon
vanilla
citrus
baby powder
pine
rose
rosemary
sunscreen
peppermint

Researchers found that the scent of cut
grass works directly on the brain’s
amygdala and hippocampus and makes
you happier and less stressed.
(Your nose, after all, is close to your
brain.)

Spend 10 minutes and simply focus on
thoughts or images of compassion - yourself
or someone else doing something
compassionate . . .
(Remember - It's a hack, NOT a substitution for the real
thing.)

According to brain research the left prefrontal cortex is activated when people are
happy.
Monks who meditate on compassion show
the greatest activation of the pre-frontal
cortex indicating meditation changes the
brain and makes it happier!

Warning!
This hack is addictive. If it lasts more than 10 minutes it’s
NOT A HACK

Get a pet (no wild animals please and we’re not
sure about reptiles or insects) and pet away to
increase oxytocin, endorphins, and dopamine in
your brain.
Studies show that
having a pet can
reduce depression,
encourage healthier
habits, and increase
feelings of
connectedness.

Research finds that sustained eye contact between
a dog and its owner causes oxytocin to spike in
both.
Added benefit: Petting a dog or cat lowers your
blood pressure AND theirs too.

Treat someone else and make
two people happy!
When you do something for someone else,
the act in itself makes you feel good.

People striving for happiness may be tempted to
treat themselves.
But . . .there’s a plethora (we’re using big words to
give credence to all our research) of data showing
that when people engage in generous and
altruistic behavior they activate brain circuits that
are keys to creating well-being.

When you engage in good deeds, research
shows that your stress is reduced.

In a research study of two groups:
One group engaged in doing acts of
kindness towards other and reported
increased positive emotions and
decreased negative emotions.
The group that focused on
themselves did not report an increase
in positive emotions.
This study contributes to the growing
literature that supports the benefits of
pro-social behavior and challenges
popular thinking that focusing on
yourself is an optimal strategy to
boost your mood.

A hug a day keeps oxytocin in play!
Oxytocin creates good feelings; positive feelings
toward others and friendliness.
One of the best ways to get more “O” into your life
is with touch.
When you hug another
person, your
bodies release oxytocin
and causes secretions of
endorphins.

• Hug a friend
• Shake hands
• Cuddle a teddy bear
You don’t have to be in love, have sex, or give
birth to get a boost of oxytocin.
(Although these experiences certainly do that but a hug is
the best, not to mention, quickest and cheapest.)

Can’t find a hug?
Massage has been shown to boost your serotonin
by as much as 30 percent, decrease stress
hormones (cortisol) and raise dopamine levels.

Influence your own stress by whom you touch (not
to mention who you do not touch).
Added Benefits: A Hug a day keeps the doctor away!
A hug stimulates the thymus gland, which in turn
regulates the production of white blood cells that keep
us healthy and disease-free.
Researchers at Carnegie Mellon showed that
individuals who were sick and received hugs had less
severe symptoms and were able to get better quicker.
A hugging heart is a healthy heart! Research from
University of North Carolina showed that a good
hug helps ease blood flow and lower cortisol levels,
which in turn help lower our heart rates.

There are two sides to a coin, two sides to a pancake and

two sides to every thought you have.
When a negative thought bothers you, “flip” the thought to
the positive side:
•

•

Figure out what the opposite of your
original thought would be - something
better, pleasurable, anything POSITIVE (it
doesn’t matter if it’s realistic, possible or
even true).
Imagine how you would feel if the flipped
thought were true.

Positive thoughts signal your brain to release
“happy” neurochemicals.

Thoughts are just your mind conjuring up
possibilities. Be surprised at how easy it is to think
about the positive side – “flip” your negative or
anxious thought – and enjoy your “happy”.

The end.

Peggy Arndt, LMFT, RET
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Peggy is the author and illustrator of a children's book,
which is about a true story about her cat Maui, who
“rewired” his brain to regain use of his paralyzed back
legs (available on Amazon and Kindle):

"The Pulling, Climbing, Falling Down Tale of
Maui and His Back Legs"
An avid reader and artist all her life, since retiring, she
combines both passions in writing and illustrating books
and blogs along with Judith Westerfield, sharing wellness
information, on MAXyourMIND and all things "curious" on
CURIOUStotheMAX. She also hikes, fly fishes, gardens
and travels. Her story about Maui was the inspiration for
Max Your Mind.
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Judy was a psychotherapist in private practice in
Southern California for 30 years. Now retired, she
published a children's book: The Real Tale of Little Red
Riding Hood & the Wolf. With her blogging partner Peggy
Arndt she shares wellness information, on MAXyourMIND
and all things "curious" on CURIOUStotheMAX. To
amuse herself she spends the rest of her time doting on
Freddie, her dog, writing, painting, drawing and sleeping
in.
Diagnosed with fibromyalgia/chronic fatigue (ME) in 1995
she used her personal experiences to help others with
chronic conditions, facilitating workshops and speaking at
several national conferences. She was named a “Leader
Against Pain” by the National Fibromyalgia Association in
2006 & 2007.
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Check out what Peggy & Judy are doing now:

CURIOUStotheMAX - Stuff that makes us love,
learn and laugh.
Art, prose, poetry, personal reflection, inspiration,
animals, and… FREEBIES.

MAXyourMIND -"Catnip" for the mind.
Neuroscience and research - tips & techniques for
mind-body health and wellness, shared with a
wink and a smile.
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